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 and key maker 2) With a second thread (A) hold the stem in one hand and the points in the other. 3) Bring the second thread
under the first and behind the stems. 4) Pull the second thread and the stem out. 4) Now, pull the stem back into place, by

bringing the first thread under the stem (in the back) and over the second thread. I hope you like the tutorial. Please leave your
comments, ideas and opinions. It’s very important to you and me as well. The photos in this post are the key step to better

understanding the tutorial. If you would like to download the files for this crochet flower keychain in any size you can do so
here. Crochet Garden Flowers Keychain Tutorial Free in English or Spanish To get the project started cut two 6 inch squares of
white cotton fabric and a 5/8” (.15cm) wide ribbon. Iron the ribbon to the wrong side of the cotton, being careful not to mark
the fabric. Cut a 25” (63.5cm) long piece of crochet thread, with a 5/8” (.15cm) wide ribbon. Start with the crochet thread and
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the cotton fabric and pull the crochet thread behind the cotton, making sure that the thread is under the cotton. If the cotton is
too loose, it may tear. Pull the fabric out and the crochet thread out, being careful not to mark the fabric. If you want to

download the files for this project you can do so here. Crochet Garden Flowers Keychain Tutorial in English or Spanish In my
garden there are many flowers, but only one is special. Because I love the colors and the way they look together in the garden, I

decided to make this keychain. To get started, cut two 3.5 inch (8.7cm) squares of cotton fabric and two 1/4” (.5cm) wide
ribbons. Iron one ribbon to the wrong side of the cotton fabric, being careful not to mark the fabric. Iron the other ribbon to the
wrong side of the cotton fabric, being careful not to mark the fabric. Cut a 5” (12.5cm) piece of crochet thread with one ribbon,

making sure the crochet thread is folded in half. Cotton Fabric Crochet Thread Next cut a 82157476af
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